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Abstract—Millions of office workplaces are cleaned by a surprisingly small group of cleaning workers every day, however, cleaning companies struggle to recruit enough personnel these days. One solution to this challenge is to schedule available professionals for demanding tasks while relieving them from simpler activities which are transferred to a robotic cleaning assistant. Two of such tasks are floor cleaning and waste disposal which account for 70% of the daily cleaning efforts. This paper presents the world’s first autonomous cleaning robot prototype that masters both of these tasks and whose development was accompanied by the advice of a large cleaning company. Besides a detailed description of the overall system and its individual components an evaluation is provided based on real world experiments. The results indicate that both cleaning tasks can be solved at high quality but with potential for increased efficiency to meet the required performance. Hence, the paper concludes with a discussion on measures necessary for the development of a commercial prototype.

I. INTRODUCTION

Daily office cleaning is one of the largest service businesses that concerns millions of people, or better said their office workplaces, though many of us do not notice it happen because cleaning professionals usually start when the work of the office workers ends. Consequently, many internal matters of this sector remain a secret to most. One of those is the difficulty of cleaning companies to hire qualified staff nowadays, which intensified with the ongoing demographic change in western nations. In collaboration with one of the largest cleaning companies in Germany, which offers its service to over 3 million people every day and which informed us about this problem, a research project was initiated with the goal to evaluate the feasibility of an automated cleaning assistant for less complex cleaning tasks. 70% of daily office cleaning work is allotted to floor cleaning and waste disposal. As these tasks are less challenging the idea arose to mitigate the pressure on cleaning professionals by providing robotic assistance on such time intense activities while allocating more resources to the sophisticated jobs such as desk or sanitary cleaning. Moreover, robots could do their work all night, a time when professionals claim higher wages, and they are a sound alternative for cleaning in sensitive areas.

Although automatized cleaning is a topic of high interest in the commercial sector not many professional cleaning robots have been developed so far. The few existing industrial cleaning machines are meant to operate in structured and rather static environments with large free spaces, e.g. gymnasiums, airports, and supermarkets [1], while cleaning all surfaces equally. The application of cleaning robots in unstructured office environments is yet to be commercialized.

This paper introduces the world’s first prototype autonomous robotic cleaning assistant which comprises professional floor cleaning and waste disposal exactly oriented to real world requirements. Specifically, the robot is supposed to enter all rooms of a working environment while identifying trash cans, clearing them into a waste container mounted on a movable cleaning trolley, searching for pollutants at the floor and cleaning those where necessary. The latter task is crucial for time and energy efficiency since floor cleaning is directly oriented on demand instead of blindly cleaning all ground surfaces on a daily basis. The main contributions of this work are

1) a detailed description of the autonomous robotic assistant for professional multi-purpose cleaning,
2) an evaluation of effectiveness and efficiency of the implemented solutions based on real world tests,
3) a discussion on further steps towards a commercially feasible prototype,
4) and examples and hints for realizing hardware and software plug and play in service robotics to increase the value and reusability of a development.

In the following, a general overview of the cleaning robot is given in Sec. II and the individual modules are discussed and evaluated in Sec. III. Subsequently, Sec. IV yields an assessment of the overall system performance. We conclude with an outlook in Sec. V.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The professional cleaning assistant prototype was realized on a Care-O-bot 3 platform which is a multi-purpose service robot equipped with a four wheel omni-directional base, three laser scanners for localization and navigation, a flexible torso and head that allow repositioning of the camera systems installed in the head as well as a 7-DOF manipulator [2]. The sensor head contains a stereo camera pair and an Asus Xtion Pro Live RGB-D sensor. Internally, the robot provides two Linux computers with an Intel Core 2 T7400 (2.16 GHz) processor and 4GB RAM each. These computers can operate the Care-O-bot completely autonomously within the battery runtime of up to four hours. To enable the robot for different handling or manipulation tasks the arm was upgraded with a tool changing interface from Schunk. The interface standardizes the mechanical and the electrical connection to mountable devices and can drive the lock between the arm attachment and its counterpart at the tool side by means of an electric motor. For the cleaning tasks we adapted two tools with the changing system, a three finger hand for general manipulation tasks and a vacuum cleaner. Obviously, the generic interface would easily allow attaching further cleaning equipment, e.g., a mop for wet cleaning. The hardware portfolio is complete with a tool trolley that carries containers for waste and fixtures for detached tools. The photograph in the upper left corner of Fig. 2 shows the Care-O-bot pulling the trolley with its attached hand while the vacuum cleaner is deposited at the back of the trolley. The whole software project is embedded in the Robot Operating System (ROS) environment which is defining standards for the modularity of software and managing the communication between modules over Ethernet. To orchestrate single functionalities in a way that generates a useful system behavior, the cleaning robot is controlled by a SMACH state machine. Each state accesses capabilities of the robot and transitions to the next state depending on the outcomes. State machines are well-suited to model linear action sequences in a robot conducting a certain task that may not be interrupted frequently by a set of other activities before completion. The cleaning application is designed to work out of the box within any arbitrary environment with the only prerequisite of having obtained a navigation map beforehand. The complete state machine of the cleaning task is depicted in Fig. 2. The sequence of actions was developed in close collaboration with an advisor from a large German cleaning company. It begins with the automatic division of the map into compact areas that represent rooms or parts of larger spaces (ANALYZE_MAP, Sec. III-A). Then each of these rooms is visited while the tool trolley is moved closer to the current working area if it is located too far away (GO_TO_NEXT_UNPROCESSED_ROOM). Inside each room the recognition modules for dirt and trash bins get activated and the robot examines the floor by driving systematically to different accessible places (INSPECT_ROOM, Sec. III-B and III-C). At this time, the robot is equipped with a hand so that it will directly clear all found trash bins of the room into the waste container of the tool trolley (CLEAR_TRASH_BIN, Sec. III-D). The dirt stains instead can only be cleaned with the vacuum cleaner but a tool change at each room would be less efficient than storing all polluted places in a map and cleaning them altogether at the end of the cleaning sequence. Hence, the robot visits the next room and repeats the inspection procedure. After all rooms have been processed the robot changes its hand against the vacuum cleaner automatically at the tool trolley (CHANGE_TOOL, Sec. III-E). Subsequently, the robot retrieves a list of polluted locations, moves to each of them (GO_TO_NEXT_UNPROCESSED_DIRT_LOCATION) and attempts to clean the spot with its vacuum cleaner (CLEAN, Sec. III-F). Afterwards, the robot verifies the cleanliness of the location and stores persistent stains (VERIFY_CLEANING_SUCCESS). The cleaning procedure repeats until all locations have been visited. Finally, the results (PROCESS_CLEANING_VERIFICATION_RESULTS) are presented to the operator on a graphical interface, who might clean remaining spots appropriately and inform the system about false alarms that will become better investigated during the next run.

III. FUNCTIONAL MODULES

This section discusses a selection of the most important modules of the robotic cleaning assistant. Besides advancing a few scientifically new approaches it also sketches the amount of solid engineering necessary to solve the plethora of smaller issues that arise with systems that have to fulfill real tasks in real human environments.

A. Map Segmentation

Segmenting the map into compact room-like areas is an important prerequisite for efficient cleaning since it allows for planning a good trajectory through the environment as will be shown in Sec. III-B. An automatic room segmentation is desirable to minimize setup efforts.
1) Relevant Work: Room segmentation has been proposed in an interactive fashion by [3] as well as automatically, especially for creating topological maps. [4] create topological maps based on pixel-wise semantic classification with AdaBoost while nodes correspond well with rooms. [5] segments space with Voronoi diagrams, which do not constantly yield very room-like segments. The approach of [6], which is using morphological operators on fuzzy grid maps to divide regions with the watershed algorithm, shares some ideas of our very simple yet powerful algorithm.

2) Approach: The map segmentation algorithm works on a grid map $M_1$ whose pixels are initially labeled accessible at mapped accessible areas and inaccessible at walls and outer areas. The walls of $M_1$ are grown by one pixel with the morphological erosion operator. Then a connected component analysis determines whether the erosion results in separated accessible areas. If a separate region has a certain size between a lower and higher threshold, which represent the desired segment size dependent on the number of erosion steps, all its cells become labeled as an individual room $r_j$ in a second map $M_2$, which is a copy of the original map $M_1$, and are set inaccessible in map $M_1$. This procedure repeats with the erosion until all accessible cells have been removed from map $M_1$. Following, the labeled areas in map $M_2$ become extended into the accessible unlabeled space with wavefront propagation until all accessible cells have been labeled.

3) Results: The resulting segmentation yields compact areas that usually correspond with a room or a part of a larger area. The resulting sizes range between 15 and 80 m$^2$ which represents a good working unit for the given task. Fig. 3 displays two typical results for a smaller and a larger office environment. The former map represents the testing area of our experiments the automatic segmentation generated a set of well-sized compact areas suitable for the robot to fulfill its cleaning tasks adequately.

B. Exploration Algorithm

Once a segmented map is available the robot plans its cleaning task by visiting one room after the other. For efficiency the sequence of entered rooms is optimized as a traveling salesman problem (TSP) since robot movement is one of the time consuming factors. Moreover, the robot has to operate near its tool trolley which is also used for waste disposal and whose displacement is taking a significant portion of time. Hence, a minimal set of trolley locations is determined, first, and then the TSP becomes solved at two levels, the sequence of visiting these global positions as well as the local sequences of entering each room. Inside a room, the robot needs to observe the accessible floor areas. Prior computation of an optimal path is not possible since dynamic and unmapped obstacles may repeal the optimality computed with the static map. For a systematic exploration behavior the robot is overlaid with a regular grid of observation points and the robot approaches those points guided by an energy functional that rewards little movement and proximity to already visited locations.

1) Relevant Work: The TSP has seen numerous approaches for efficient solutions that are exact, e.g. linear programming [7] or branch-and-cut [8], or heuristic, like nearest neighbor, neural networks or genetic algorithms [9]. The trolley placement can be formulated as a set cover problem [10] and is solved here with an application-specific heuristic. The floor inspection task could be considered as an art gallery problem [11], however, overlap of observations strengthens the dirt detection results and is therefore desired. Trajectory planning for cleaning has been discussed by [12]. The robot navigation uses the ROS navigation stack [13].

2) Approach: First, a minimal number of trolley positions is computed given the maximally acceptable driving distance $d_{\text{max}}$ between room center and trolley because robot and trolley movements consume much time. To determine such a set a graph $G_t$ is constructed whose nodes represent the rooms. Between every pair of rooms an edge is present if the closest driving distance between both room centers on the static grid map is at most $2\cdot d_{\text{max}}$. The distances are computed along the path found by the A* algorithm with Euclidean metric. Let $C_t$ be the set of all cliques within $G_t$ then the minimum number of trolley locations is defined as the minimum set cover of $G_t$ by the sets contained in $C_t$. Since the set cover problem is NP-hard [10] the following heuristic is applied which is tailored to the problem characteristics. Let a point in its maximum size clique be defined as an end point if it has no connection to another clique. This definition corresponds with rooms that are located at the end of a corridor. We pick one of those rooms or a random room if there are no end points and assign its maximum size clique to a trolley location. All participating nodes are then removed from $G_t$ and $C_t$. Next, the set of end points is recomputed and the next clique is chosen as before. The algorithm terminates when all nodes have been assigned to a trolley location. The optimal metric trolley placement within a clique is determined by minimizing the driving distances between trolley and room centers. The visiting order of trolley locations is optimized as a TSP with the popular CONCORDE algorithm [8], which is also applied within the compact local groups of rooms around each trolley parking spot.

Once the robot has entered a room the following floor inspection strategy is applied: first, the room area is populated with a quadratic grid of observation points with spacing $d_o$,
Then the robot starts its inspection at a point in a corner of the room. On each arrival at a target point or when it is not accessible the respective entry is appended to a list $L$ of processed locations. The next unseen target location is selected from the grid which minimizes the energy functional

$$E(l, n) = d_t(l, n) + d_r(l, n) + N(n)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$d_t(l, n) = \sqrt{(l_x - n_x)^2 + (l_y - n_y)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$d_r(l, n) = \frac{||l_o - n_o||_{angle}}{\pi/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$N(n) = 4 - \sum_{k \in \text{Nb}_8(n)} \frac{|k \cap L|}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $l$ denotes the $(x, y, \theta)$ coordinates of the current location and $n$ is the coordinate of the potential next location.

The translational distance $d_t$ is measured in units of $d_o$, the rotational distance $d_r$ in units of $\pi/2$. Function $N(n)$ represents half the number of not yet visited locations among the 8 neighbors $\text{Nb}_8(n)$ around $n$. To avoid unnecessary and time-consuming attempts in approaching the selected location, the laser scanner readings are evaluated for dynamic or unmapped obstacles that may occlude the goal. If no accessible location can be found within the $\frac{\pi}{2}$ vicinity, the target is dropped and replaced by the next.

3) Results: A typical example for the trolley placement, the order of visiting those locations and the sequence of visited rooms is provided in the left image of Fig. 4. The corresponding graph $G_t$ for this map is displayed in the center of Fig. 4. During all experiments the trolley placement and traveling routes gave very reasonable results. The floor inspection trajectories are shown in the right image of Fig. 4.

Although not all paths are optimal they provided complete observability of the ground area at each testing environment.

C. Dirt Detection and Learning

In daily professional cleaning the ground must only be cleaned where necessary for the sake of efficiency. Consequently, the robot needs a method to judge the cleanliness of the floor while moving through the room. To increase the simplicity and generality of using the robotic cleaning system a visual dirt detection method is applied which judges cleanliness on a per image basis without any need for learning the patterns of the clean ground or the appearance of any pollution. Since high detection rates imply a number of false alarms for that approach, it is extended with a learning component that stores local appearance characteristics of false alarms identified by the operator together with their map coordinates for thorough comparison on later visits.

1) Relevant Work: Dirt detection for selective cleaning is a quite new field of research. While tasks like image restoration make use of temporal segmentation methods [14] dirt detection for persistent spots employs visual attention algorithms [15], [16]. We extend our learning-free dirt detection algorithm [17] with image matching methods for the reduction of false alarms in this work.

2) Approach: The basic learning-free dirt detection method [17] requires an RGB-D sensor to segment the floor plane and mask pixels in the color image that do not belong to the ground. Following, the masked image is transformed into a virtual camera perspective perpendicular above the ground at a fixed height. This step allows the algorithm to compensate for different mounting positions of the sensor to keep it easily transferable to other systems. Then a spectral residual filter removes the common parts of the image emphasizing the outstanding remainder. It is implemented as the difference of the original and the smoothed logarithmic amplitude spectrum. The filter response is calibrated against the response of a modified scene image which contains artificially added standard pollution. Dirt is considered every peak above a threshold $T_d$ in the calibrated dirt image.

Through the localization of the robot it is furthermore possible to collate the detections in a common map and accumulate dirt responses from different perspectives as depicted in Fig. 5. Judging a location as polluted only if several positive responses are collected effectively filters sporadic misinterpretations [17].

Since that dirt detection method operates fully uninformed it regularly produces false alarms when tuned for high detection rates, e.g. at power plug covers at the floor. To mitigate the impact on performance the detection system has been enhanced with a learning module for the appearance of typical false alarms. After each cleaning attempt an image of the polluted spot is stored if the validation glimpse still detects dirt. The operator gets those spots displayed at his interface and may clean them appropriately or mark them as false alarm. Then the normalized view on that false alarm becomes stored permanently in an internal database together...
with its capturing perspective and map coordinates. If this location triggers a dirt detection at the next visit again, it will be compared to the stored normal appearance before asserting a pollution according to the following algorithm.

First, the perspective-normalized image of the potential pollution needs to be aligned with the stored reference view \( R \). To compensate for localization inaccuracies an image patch \( P \) of the current view is selected with twice the side length of reference image \( R \). Then weighted gradient direction histograms with bin width of \( 1° \) are constructed for both patches. The gradient directions are sampled from the Sobel-filtered patches and count with a spatially distributed Gaussian weight centered at each image patch and with \( \sigma = 0.4 \cdot (0.5 \cdot (\text{width}(R) - 1) - 1) + 0.8 \). The rotational offset \( \delta o_r \) between both patches can be roughly estimated as \( \delta o_r \) from the given capturing perspectives and is optimized as \( \delta o_r \) within a \( \pm 10° \) range by matching the gradient histograms with a histogram intersection kernel. Following, the current view is rotated by \( o_r \), yielding image \( P_r \). The translational offset \( o_t \) between \( P_r \) and \( R \) is then determined by minimizing the sum of squared differences between the gradient magnitudes of both patches. The aligned patch \( P_{r,t} \) is finally selected from \( P_r \) with the size of \( R \). Using the gradients for alignment renders the alignment method invariant against changing illumination.

The aligned patches \( P_{r,t} \) and \( R \) are compared for visual similarity by constructing a pyramid of local gradient magnitude histograms because pixel-wise comparisons turned out to be too unstable on minimal alignment flaws. The patches, which typically have a size of 100x100 pixels, are divided into a 10x10 and a 9x9 cell grid. For each cell, an 4-bin histogram over local gradient magnitudes is computed. All of the 181 corresponding 4-bin histograms are compared with a histogram intersection kernel between both patches. If one of them scores below 70% of the maximum the presence of real dirt is asserted. Otherwise the initial dirt detection is judged as a false alarm and not cleaned. Fig. 6 shows an example for the learning based dirt detection which aligns a potential false alarm to its reference image and compares histograms on the gradient response.

3) Results: Dirt detection operates on images of 640x480 pixels resolution from the built-in Asus Xtion Pro Live RGBD camera mounted at 1.20 m height. These images are transformed into the virtual camera perspective facing the ground perpendicularly with a resolution of 300 pixels/m. Hence, the learning-free dirt detection module can detect spots that occupy an area with a diameter between 5 mm and 50 mm. Larger spots could be detected with pyramidal downsampling of the image. In [17] we report a dirt recognition rate of 90% at a false alarm rate of 45% for the learning-free method. On a set of 96 false alarms caused by structure we measured an alignment success rate of 85.4% with 8.3% rotational errors (>1°) and 6.3% translation errors (>2 pixels). On half of these images we added real dirt close to the false alarm. Altogether, 70.2% of the real false alarms could be identified while only 13.7% of the real pollutions were missed.

D. Trash Can Clearing

During the room inspection behavior, the robot does not only search for dirt stains but also identifies trash bins. The detection of attached Pi-Tag markers proved most reliable and computationally economical in comparison with other approaches for object recognition or categorization and is acceptable for the real world usage. To handle the detected trash cans the robot is navigated into the proximity and grasps the bucket with its arm. After lifting it into a carrying position, the robot approaches the tool trolley, clears the trash bin and returns it to its original location.

1) Relevant Work: Detecting trash cans is an object detection or classification problem. Many methods are published on the detection of object instances [18]–[21] or categories [22]–[24] in the service robotics domain. However, to compensate for the variability of the environment those algorithms typically need to be so complex that they compute with 1 Hz or slower. Faster recognition algorithms can be used by modifying the environment slightly with specialized markers [25], [26]. For planning manipulation tasks the convenient MoveIt framework [27] was utilized.

2) Approach: Clearing trash bins starts with their detection in the environment. Attempts were made to utilize the object recognition framework of [20] which targets the indoor service robotics domain. Although yielding high success rates of 87% the method was computationally too demanding to run in parallel with the dirt detection algorithm on one computer. Pi-Tag markers [25] were then attached to the trash bins as a reliable and computationally tractable solution. These markers arrange 12 dots to encode two cross-ratios, which are constant even under perspective transformation so that only a calibrated color camera is needed for marker detection and 3d pose estimation.

Once a trash can marker is identified its pose is transformed to the map coordinate system and written into a local accumulator. After room inspection all local accumulators are approached for grasping. The robot is navigated to an accessible point at a given perimeter around the trash bin. The arm movement to grasp a trash bin is then planned with the MoveIt framework [27] that has been setup for the mounted Schunk LWA arm to avoid self collisions with the robot but has no complete knowledge about the surroundings. Hence, the arm movements are limited in their speed for
safety at this early development stage. The first trajectory is planned to put the hand above the trash bin, open it, and finally move the hand inside at the rim. Then the fingers close and another trajectory brings the waste bin into a carrying position close to the robot at its backside. Next, navigation takes the robot to the last known position of the tool trolley, which is also covered by several Pi-Tag markers. After detecting the relevant markers, the robot corrects its relative pose to the trolley and starts with the clearing sequence. For clearing, the trash bin has to be lifted high before turning it upside down into the direction of the waste container. This is managed by splitting the sequence into two parts with the constraint of an upward facing trash bin for the first trajectory. The trolley is modeled as an obstacle at the known location so that no impacts can occur. Finally, the trash can is returned to its origin.

3) Results: The utilized Pi-Tag marker detection method could run in parallel with the dirt detection module at processing rates of 6 Hz for both methods. Markers of edge length 12 cm were attached to the trash can and the trolley allowing for a reliable detection with ±2 cm accuracy from up to 2.5 m distance and ca. 45° viewing angle at 640x480 pixels resolution (Fig. 7, left). A valid plan for grasping the trash can could always be found but since obstacles in the environment were neglected during planning the real success rate reached only 90% during tests in practice (Fig. 7, center). The lifting and grasping power of the employed hardware permitted to lift trash cans at several sizes up to 40 cm with a maximum weight of 2 kg. The trolley could always be found and approached with an accuracy of ±2 cm so that cleared waste always hit the container (Fig. 7, right).

E. Tool Change

When the robot has finished its inspection and trash can clearance tasks it needs to vacuum clean the discovered pollutions. The hand can easily be exchanged with a vacuum cleaner attachment using the tool changing system. The change, however, requires some time since the tool changer must be aligned very precisely (±1 mm) via visual servoing.

1) Relevant Work: Automatic tool changing mechanisms are established in industrial robotics [28], [29] but rather exotic in service robotics [30]. The cleaning robot adopts an industrial interface for automated tool changing but the uncertainties of unstructured environments require visual servoing methods [31] for automatizing the full process.

2) Approach: To avoid the troublesome operation of cleaning tools with the robot’s three finger hand a tool changing system has been attached to the arm and its complements to the hand and the vacuum cleaner. Mechanically, the tool changer connects its counterpart by closing an inner rotational lock as illustrated in Fig 8. The electric connection may be established with up to 20 pins of which 2 are used for power supply and 2 further pins are connected to the CAN bus interface. This setup yields an interface specification that may be utilized by a plethora of devices that communicate over CAN and boosts the plug and play idea behind that module. A master driver can query the CAN bus periodically for the ID of attached devices which lets the robot load the necessary device driver for the respective tool, i.e. the hand driver, that commands finger movements, or the vacuum cleaner driver, which can switch the device on or off.

The autonomous tool change positions the robot in close proximity to the tool trolley, releases the attached tool in one of the mountings and attaches a new tool from another mounting. This process demands high positioning accuracy in the range of ±1 mm which cannot be achieved by simply detecting the trolley’s pose and moving the arm into the respective relative position. The latter process may achieve a precision of about ±5 mm for a well-calibrated system. To perform high precision positioning, visual servoing is used. It is based on the determination of the relative pose between the trolley reference coordinate system and a Pi-Tag marker attached to the last link of the arm. Their relative positioning error is reduced by commanding the respective metric arm movements in a control loop until the desired relative position is met with sufficient accuracy.

3) Results: During all tests the tool change worked technically reliably, releasing the old and fixing the new device properly and loading the respective driver for the type of detected module. The relative positioning accuracy with visual servoing attained a positioning accuracy of ±0.8 mm on average with a maximum displacement of ±1.7 mm. During 20 trials, uncoupling an attached device to different mountings worked reliably in 100% of the test cases whereas the coupling procedure, which needs the highest positioning accuracy, was successful in 80% of trials.
F. Vacuum Cleaning

After attaching the vacuum cleaner the robot retrieves a list of all dirty locations and verifies those locations marked as false alarms during earlier runs with the appearance comparison method explained in Sec. III-C. The remaining list of real pollutions is then checked for neighboring dirt cells which become agglomerated into one larger spot. Finally, each agglomerated spot is visited after the other for cleaning. Thereto, the robot is commanded to an accessible point on the perimeter of the dirt stain. Then the arm places the vacuum cleaner on the ground at the dirty location. If space allows the robot now drives back and forth or left and right to clean the spot. Within narrow areas respective arm movements are planned with the MoveIt framework. The cleaning activity is depicted in Fig. 9. After cleaning the vacuum cleaner is stored in a carry configuration and the robot moves to an observation position on a larger perimeter around the previously dirty location. The dirt detection module is activated again to verify the success of cleaning. If the robot failed to remove the pollution, which might be a persistent stain or a false alarm, its location and normalized image are stored and transmitted to the operator’s interface. The professional may then judge the pollution as false alarm, which is remembered by the robot for later occurrences, or clean it with appropriate techniques, e.g. wiping.

IV. System Performance and Discussion

The cleaning assistant was tested in simulation and in real world experiments in two different office environments, one containing a long floor with offices at both sides and another one with the floor plan depicted in the left image of Fig. 3. Besides the encouraging results of the single modules (see Sec. III) the performance of the system as a whole proved to be surprisingly well for a first prototype. Ten test runs were conducted in the two office environments in total which contained dark carpet, linoleum and visually challenging red carpet with a regularly dotted black pattern as well as tiles. One trash bin was placed in each room with markers well visible from several perspectives. Experiments showed that it is sufficient to put 3 to 4 markers on a trash can to remain independent of its pose. We furthermore dumped 1-2 visually perceivable dirt spots of various kinds (see [17]) in each room with a diameter of 5 mm and larger. Tab. 1 summarizes the measured average performance of these 10 test runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Success Rate</th>
<th>Time Consumption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Map segmentation</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>1 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room visiting</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>1 min per room change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room exploration</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>2 min per room (20 m²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dirt detection</td>
<td>r=95%, p=62%</td>
<td>included in exploration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum cleaning</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>2 min per spot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trash bin detection</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>included in exploration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trash bin clearing</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>3-4 min per trash bin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool change</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>3 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As to expect, map segmentation, room visiting and room exploration always yielded good results. The tool change failed only once during the coupling procedure. Moreover, all trash cans could be detected by means of Pi-Tag markers, however, only 90% of them could be manipulated. The remainder is comprised of trash cans located completely below a table which could not be grasped because of occurring arm collisions or limited reach. Once grasped, a trash can could always be cleared with one exception when the robotic fingers clamped a very big piece of paper which prevented the waste from falling down. Pollutions could be found in 95% of the cases. The missed pollutions were majorly caused by insufficient imaging quality of the sensor with respect to resolution and contrast, or originate from too short observation periods and bad localization of the robot. The reported precision of 62% suffers from false alarms on structural or textural exceptions at the ground and does not include the utilization of the learning component. Using the learning algorithm improved precision to 89%. Vacuum cleaning the found spots succeeded in 90% of the cases whereas failures were mainly caused by dirt placed close to a corner with the navigation strategies failing to create collision-free paths. In summary, 90% of the trash bins could be cleared and 86% of the dirt was removed during the tests.

Table 1 also provides information on the average times consumed by the single subtasks which add up to a total of 10 minutes per room that contains one garbage can and two dirt stains. This yields a performance of approximately 120 m² per hour, which is 4 times less than for a professional who attains up to 450 m². Although the target performance is lower for the robot with 300 m² according to our professional consultant, because the robot can work significantly longer and during the night, this raises questions how time efficiency can be enhanced. The answer is two-fold; given the prototypical system realized on a multi-purpose robot the following measures are the most promising:

- Incremental 3d environment modeling [32] could add a static collision model in MoveIt for safer, hence, faster, and more flexible arm movements. The sensor placement of Care-O-bot does not allow for online arm workspace monitoring for the tasks of this application.
- Avoiding to store the vacuum cleaner during each robot movement where unnecessary, e.g. in larger spaces.
- The addition of another camera at the side would accelerate the cleanliness verification.
- The usage of better computing hardware for higher processing rates of the dirt detection algorithm and hence higher exploration speeds.
Roughly estimated those improvements could reduce the vacuum cleaning time by 1 minute and the trash bin clearing effort by 1-2 minutes. Nevertheless, for a real commercial application the universal robot platform eventually needs to be replaced by a specialized construction to meet the target performance and price of ca. $50,000 which is considered cost-effective by the professional cleaning company. A performance of 300 m²/h corresponds with cleaning 15 rooms per hour, what leaves 4 minutes each, e.g. 2 minutes for inspection and cleaning and 2 minutes for trash can clearance. Amongst the major enhancements we hence see:

- Building a smaller and more compact robot which could better approach trash cans below tables.
- Integrating all tools on-board would allow to clean a room directly after inspection saving the time for a second visit.
- Mounting all cameras at optimized positions for efficient dirt detection and cleaning verification without additional base movements.
- Using a simpler arm kinematic tailored for trash can clearing for faster handling and price reduction.
- Utilizing incremental, local 3d mapping for safer yet faster operation in general.

V. Conclusion

In summary, this paper has presented the first autonomous robotic cleaning system that combines the tasks of ground cleaning and trash can clearance. The system performance has been evaluated in many experiments that demonstrate the feasibility of automatizing basic cleaning tasks of this kind. The achievements of this early prototype were assessed as particularly promising by our consulting professional cleaning provider. While the general success rates are close to optimal the time efficiency of each task leaves space for improvement. Respective measures have been discussed for the major areas algorithm enhancement, safety measures and specialized robot construction.

Consequently, the next steps with the current system will be the optimization of single components, the integration of local 3d environment modeling for 3d obstacle avoidance and hence faster yet safer motion as well as the introduction of additional cameras for faster verification of cleanliness. In the long term, the construction of a task-specific platform is envisaged that incorporates the experiences learned from the current prototype.
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